ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Rojone Pty. Limited is committed to environmental management. Rojone actively seeks to improve it’s design, manufacturing, marketing and shipping techniques in order to make the best possible contribution to minimize the environmental impact of our business on our very important planet.

Our policy dictates that where ever possible we purchase raw materials from manufacturers who comply with general government policy in regard to CFS emissions, renewable resources and recycling.

Our manufacturing processes dictate that we comply with all occupational health and safety standard at both the state and federal levels covered by both regulations and relevant acts of parliament. Out sourced manufacturing is only undertaken where suppliers can demonstrate either by Australian Standards or by other International standards that they comply fully with regard to raw materials, production processes including such aspects as packaging and warehousing.

Rojone conducts regular training courses and seminars to all staff at all levels in the importance of maintaining our environmental policy both in house and in dealing with suppliers to ensure that our products meet the strictest standards of other government environmental policies. Particularly emphasize is placed on hazardous materials, waste management and recycling of packaging and other production process materials.
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